Tuesday 2 April

- Talks
  - Not Functional: Rethinking IELTS writing
    - Speaker: GREG ARCHER
    - Time: 11.55-12.25
    - Room: 3A
  - Bringing the Common European Framework of Reference Up-to-Date
    - Speaker: GRAHAM SEED
    - Time: 11.55-12.25
    - Room: 12
  - How Do We Know What Progress Our Students Are Making?
    - Speaker: BEN KNIGHT AND CLARE HARRISON
    - Time: 14.10-14.40
    - Room: 1C
  - Collaborate, Learn and Develop Confidence: Project-based ideas for the primary classroom
    - Speaker: MICHAEL TOMLISON
    - Time: 15.55-16.25
    - Room: 1C
  - Using the Common European Framework of Reference in Malaysia
    - Speaker: GRAEME HARRISON
    - Time: 16.55-17.25
    - Room: 13
  - Developing Life Skills and Learning Through Play
    - Speaker: DELIA KIDD AND CLAIRE DEMBRY
    - Time: 16.55-17.25
    - Room: 1C
  - Teachers, Learners and Materials Writers: Best practices for exam preparation
    - Speaker: NIAH CURRY AND TONY CLARK
    - Time: 17.40-18.10
    - Room: 1B

Wednesday 3 April

- Talks
  - The Revised A2 Key and B1 Preliminary: A users’ guide
    - Speaker: JOHN PAGE
    - Time: 10.20-10.50
    - Room: 4B
  - Change is Inevitable, Growth is Optional
    - Speaker: RACHEL JEFFRIES
    - Time: 10.20-10.50
    - Room: 3B
  - Learning to Learn in Secondary and CLIL Contexts
    - Speaker: SILVANA DE CAMILLI
    - Time: 14.15-14.45
    - Room: 3B
  - Maximising Success in Online Teacher Learning
    - Speaker: KAREN MEMBER AND MATT ELLMAN
    - Time: 15.00-15.30
    - Room: 1B
  - Initial Teaching Qualifications: Guff or gold?
    - Speaker: TIM BANKS
    - Time: 16.00-16.30
    - Room: Hotel Suite 3
  - Today’s Teens Together: Collaboration, project work and skills for life
    - Speaker: DAI VINCENT
    - Time: 16.00-16.30
    - Room: 1B
  - An Introduction to China’s Standards of English
    - Speaker: KANGDONG GU
    - Time: 16.45-17.15
    - Room: 13

Thursday 4 April

- Talks
  - How to Answer Learners’ Grammar Questions
    - Speaker: SCOTT THORNBURY
    - Time: 10.20-10.50
    - Room: 1A
  - 1000 Hours of Conversation: What does it mean for ELT?
    - Speaker: OLIVIA GOODMAN AND ROBBIE LOVE
    - Time: 12.05-12.35
    - Room: 1B
  - Embedding Technology in Teacher Training: Tools for the digitally apprehensive
    - Speaker: KARIN THERISE SWABEY
    - Time: 14.20-15.05
    - Room: 1B
  - Peer Power: Exploring the importance of peers in language learning
    - Speaker: CERI JONES
    - Time: 15.20-15.50
    - Room: 1B
  - Assessing Health Professionals: What counts as effective communication
    - Speaker: BRIGITA SEGUS AND LYNE STEVENSON
    - Time: 16.20-16.50
    - Room: 20

Friday 5 April

- Talks
  - Life Competencies for the 21st Century: Upskilling learners and teachers
    - Speaker: CHRIS SOWTON
    - Time: 10.20-10.50
    - Room: 3A
  - The Future of Assessment in the 4th Industrial Revolution
    - Speaker: NICK SAVILLE
    - Time: 11.05-11.35
    - Room: 3A
  - Oracy Skills and the 21st Century
    - Speaker: ANIL BAVIR AND ISHAKE ERSHIN KIRAC
    - Time: 11.05-11.35
    - Room: 1B
  - Life Beyond the Exam: The language learner’s constant challenge
    - Speaker: DEB HOBBS
    - Time: 12.05-12.50
    - Room: 3B